
 

Clever Solutions For Breastfeeding 
Mums To Stay Warm At A Winter 
Wedding 

 
 
With the cost of planning and paying for a wedding skyrocketing across our nation, an 
increasing number of Australian couples are choosing to walk down the aisle during the cooler 
months of the year to save money. Unfortunately, this may also mean that the guests may be 
left a bit chilly if they don’t properly plan their outfit. 

Women have a far more difficult time coordinating their outfits than men who can put on and 
take off their suit or tux jacket as they please. But even breastfeeding mums can stay snug and 
warm at a wintry wedding. 

Wear A Sleeved Dress 

Peachymama has a number of fashionable sleeved dresses for many different occasions. You 
can stun other wedding guests by showing up in our blazing Flame Black Breastfeeding Wrap 
Dress. Featuring bold and fiery shades of pink, orange and purple, this dress can be easily 
dressed up or down to suit the theme of the wedding. 
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Another top pick is our Printed Wrap Nursing Dress. With engaging black and white swirl, it is a 
stunning dress for any occasion and it looks great with both flats and heels. 

Invest In An Infinity Scarf 

Not only will these on-trend scarves keep you warm, but they also add that touch of style to your 
attire. They can act as a breastfeeding cover up if you are feeling self-conscious and, if you 
happen to catch a chill during a feed, the scarf can also be worn over your shoulders for added 
warmth. 

Use A Nursing Slip As A Foundational Piece 

Another product which Peachymama is proud to offer breastfeeding mums is our breastfeeding 
slip. Not only does our slip give you a bit of extra warmth during these cooler months of the 
year, but it can be worn under any of our dresses while still allowing you to easily, comfortably, 
and discreetly, feed your bub at the wedding. 

Weddings can be lengthy affairs, and whether your baby is invited to attend or you need to 
pump while you are away from the day, our Peachymama fashions allow you to privately pump 
and feed without needing to bother with any clips, zips and other bothersome clasps and 
buttons. 

We have just introduced our new clothing lines for the cooler months, which include our exciting 
Tutti Frutti breastfeeding dress and cutting edge Black Twist Breastfeeding Top. You can 
discover those fashions and more athttps://www.peachymama.com.au/collections/new-arrivals 
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